
 

    Want to learn more? Schedule a demo today!

 

 

 

Bridging The Old and the New in Identity in the Foggy City

Conference 

Oracle OpenWorld – October 22-25 in San Francisco, CA 

 

Webinars 

Part 1: Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directory with RadiantOne FID – October 11 

Part 2: Identity Inclusions: The Foundation for Digital Transformation – October 25 

 

Fun fact: the fall months are some of the warmest in San Francisco—giving you another reason to join us

at Oracle’s OpenWorld this October! We’ll be showcasing how we combine the best of meta and virtual

directories—with HDAP, our modern, scalable, LDAP v3-compliant directory—in RadiantOne, which

empowers you to migrate away from aging LDAP without disruption, while offering a flexible platform for

new initiatives. Additionally, we’ll host a two part webinar series, “Adopting and Deploying a Federated

Identity and Directory Service in Your Enterprise,” to explain more of how we can help you migrate and

replace your legacy directory with a modern federated identity and directory service.

Oracle OpenWorld | San Francisco, CA | October 22-25
Oracle OpenWorld is the premier technology and business event that features everything from today’s

most-trusted products to tomorrow’s cutting-edge technologies. Visit us at booth #3407, where we’ll

discuss how RadiantOne provides an innovative way to migrate your aging legacy directories and

modernize your identity infrastructure. 

 

» Register

Adopting and Deploying a Federated Identity and Directory Service in Your Enterprise 

 

Part 1: Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directory with RadiantOne FID 
With Doug Simmons, Managing Director of TechVision Research 

 

Many large enterprises have “legacy” LDAP directories, for which licensing and maintenance fees are

spiking. Companies have stuck with these systems since replicating both directory configurations and their

application dependencies is an expensive, technical challenge. But, when deployed in Active-Passive

mode, HDAP enables in-place directory migration from aging Sun/Oracle LDAP, as well as a path to easy

future deployment, all at the cost of annual maintenance for your aging legacy directory. Join us

Thursday, October 11 to learn more. 

 

Date: Thursday, October 11, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

 

» Register
 
Part 2: Identity Inclusion: The Foundation for Digital Transformation 
With Gary Rowe, CEO of TechVision Research 

 

The second part of our series will dive into how virtual directories can aggregate and build dynamic views

of data for easier application consumption, and how RadiantOne FID helped several large enterprises

modernize their enterprise-wide identity infrastructure and set the stage for digital transformation. Join us

Thursday, October 25 to learn more. 

 

Date: Thursday, October 25, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

 

» Register
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